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Swedish Lapland in numbers







Pre Haparandabanan - A CHALLANGE
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Post Haparandabanan - AN OPPURTUNITY 



”At Discover The World we’re very excited about the potential of having a train line 

connecting Swedish Lapland with Finnish Lapland. We think it is essential that the 

trains will also operate on the Finnish side, connecting the two countries as we could 

start building cross-border packages with Finland and Sweden, like we do with 

Sweden and Norway - Scandinavian rail odyssey, 2-centre Lapland break combining 

Rovaniemi - Ranua area with Luleå and even Iso Syöte with the train connection to 

Oulu. So my view is that if Swedish and Finnish railways were to work together to 

produce a seamless link, there could be enormous potential for tourism. One other 

point to add is that the timing of a railroad connecting Sweden and Finland through 

Haparanda is perfect. All over the world people are looking for ways of using less CO2 

and rail and sea travel is being pushed as the best way to travel environmental 

sustainability. By opening one of the last links to providing a true pan-Nordic railway 

and ferry link you will attract a great many new friends and visitors and of course send 

a message around the world that the you guys are sustainable in both word and deed”.

Clive Stacey, Managing Director & Co-Founder at Discover the World - UK



Havremagasinet

We have a tremendous amount of traffic in Finland during 

the winter months, and the travel period is getting more 

popular in the autumn period too. This means that if there 

was a connection especially between Helsinki, Rovaniemi 

and Kemi and Haparanda it would create extra possibilities 

to cross-sell the countries and boost Swedish Lapland too. 

Should this be extended to include the Baltic's and Russia 

the opportunities are endless. Sustainable thinking is the 

future!

Michelle Smith, Head of Department at Haman International



The Nordic Traveler on train and sustainability



*Source - Kairos Travel Trend Report 2021
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European development and predictions



*Source - https://railwaytraveller.com/news/2021s-top-train-travel-trends-revealed



*Source - https://railwaytraveller.com/news/2021s-top-train-travel-trends-revealed



*Source - https://travelpredictions2020.com/#1



The market is ready but.. a few challenges remains



Final quotes on train in Lapland from existing sales partners
Source - Swedish Lapland Visitors Board questionnaire among sale partners on train travel Oct 2020



Thank you for listening!


